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Introduction. In his paper [5], J. Igusa gave a minimal set of
generators over Z of the graded ring of Siegel modular forms of
genus two whose Fourier coefficients lie in Z. Also, some problems
on the finite generation of an algebra of modular forms were discussed
by W. L. Baily, Jr. in his recent paper [1]. The author studied the
structure of graded Z[1/2]-algebra of symmetric Hilbert modular
forms for Q(z-) in his first paper [6]. The purpose of this second
paper is to describe the minimal sets of generators over Z of the
graded rings of symmetric Hilbert modular forms with integral
Fourier coefficients for real quadratic fields Q(/-) and Q(). The
detailed results with their complete proofs will appear elsewhere.

1. Hilbert modular forms for real quadratic fields. Let K be
a real quadratic field and let o denote the ring of integers in K. Let

denote the upper-half plane and we put - . We denote by
Ae(/) the set of symmetric Hilbert modular forms of weight k for
K, where 1-’--SL(2, o) is the Hilbert modular group. Let b denote
the different of K. Then any element in Ac(/) has the following
Fourier expansion"

f(r)-- Y, a() exp [2itr(r)],
b

where the sum extends over the elements , in b which are totally
positive or 0. For any subring R of C, define in lc(/) the subset

AR(l’:)--(f(r) e Ae(I:) la.()e R for all, e b1, >0 or 0}.
Az(/) is an R-module, and if we put 1(/)-@_01(/), then
A(/) is a graded R-algebra. Next we shall introduce the Eisenstein
series G(r) of weight k for/. Let denote an equivalence relation
in o o defined as follows"

(,/) (’, fl’) if ’=e’, ’=e’/ for some unit e’ in K.
For any even integer k2, we define a series G(r) on g) as"

G(r)- Y, N(2r4-p)-, r e .
(,!)

where the summation runs through a set of representatives (,/)
=/=(0, 0). It is well known that the series is absolutely convergent and
represents a symmetric Hilbert modular form of weight k for K.

We normalize G(r) as"

G() :(k) G’()
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where (s)is the Dedekind zeta function for K. The function G(r)
is called the normalized Eisenstein series of weight t forF and it has
the following Fourier expansion"

G(r) 1+ a_() exp [2itr(r)],
b

>>0

(k)- (2ui). [(k-- 1) ]-.d-,
q-(,)= E [Y()l-,

()bKC

where d is the discriminant of K. From Hecke’s result it follows
that

5(k)= d .(rational number),
so we see that G(r) e A(F). Now we denote with AASL(2, Z)) the
complex vector space of all elliptic modular forms of weight m. (We
define A(SL(2, Z)), A(SL(2, Z)) in similar way). For any function

f(v) on , we define a function D(f)(z) on by D(f)(z)=f((z, z)). By
definition, if f(r) is a function in AAF), then f((z, z)) e AASL(2, Z)).
Furthermore, if we assume that the function f(r) has the Fourier ex-
pansion of the form

f(r) a(,) exp [2uitr(,r)],
then D(f)(z) has the following Fourier expansion:

D(f)(z)= c(n) exp (2uinz), c(n)= a(,).
n=O tr()

From this result, we see also that, if f e A(F), then D(f)
e A(SL(2, Z)).

2. Main results. In this section, we shall state the main re-
sults. Namely, we give the minimal sets of generators over Z of
Az(F) for K=Q() and Q(j5 ). Let E(z) be the normalized
Eisenstein series of weight k for SL(2, Z) and A(z) be a cusp form of
weight 12 defined by A(z)=2-.3-(E(z)-E(z)). It is well known that
A(z) has the expression A(z) q = (1 q), q exp (2uiz).

(1) The case K=Q(). In this case, we have d=8, b=(2).
The first few examples of Fourier expansions of the Eisenstein series
G(r) are given as follows:

G(r) 1+2. 3 a(,) exp [2=itr(,r)],
G(r) 1+2. 3.5.11- (,) exp [2zitr(,r)],
G(r) 1+2. 3. 7.19- a(,) exp [2itr(r)],

(e.g., cf. [2], p. 321).
Proposition 1.1. Under the above notations, we have
D(G)=E, D(G)=Es=E, D(G-G)=2.3.5.13.19-A.

Now we put
V=G, V=2-.3-. ll(G-G),
V=2-s. 3- 13- 1471G-2-. 3- .5- 13-. 11.67GG

_2-. 3-. 5-. 13-. 19G.
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Proposition 1.2. The above-defined three modular forms have
integral Fourier coefficients, i.e., V e Az(F) for k--2, 4, 6. Further-
more, D(V) E, D(V) O, D( V) .

We note that the orms V and V have the expressions by the
theta functions.

Theorem 1. The elements V., V4, form a minimal set of gen-
erators of Az(FK) over Z.

(2) The case K=Q(/5 ). In this case, dK--5 and b---(/5 ).
The Fourier expansions of G (k-2, 4, 6, 10) are given as follows"

G2(r) 1 -k 28. 3.5 , 31() exp [2itr(r)],
G(r) 1 +2’. 3.5 , a(,) exp [2itr(,r)],
G(r) 1 +28. 3. 5.7.67-1 35(,) exp [2uitr(r)],
G10(r) 1 +28. 3.52.11.412751-1 39(,) exp [2itr(,r)].

Proposition 2.1. Under the above definitions, we have
D(GO--E4, D(G-G)--2.3.52.67-1A.

We put
W. G., W 2- 3- 5- 67(G G)
W10-2-lo. 3-. 5-. 7-1(412751Glo- 5.67.2293G2G A- 22. 3.7.4231G),
w12 2- 2( w2 wWlo).
Proposition 2.2. The four modular forms W, W, Wo, W. all

have integral Fourier coefficients. Furthermore D(W.)--E, D(W)
2A, D(Wlo) 0, D(W12) A.
We should remark that the modular orm W0 coincides with a

cusp orm 6 defined by Gundlach [3] up to constant.
Theorem 2. The elements W, W, Wo, W. form a minimal set of

generators of Az(F) over Z.
The result o Theorem 2 is a consequence of the fact that D(Az(F))

Z[E, 2A, A].
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